Fast temperature estimation from undersampled k-space with fully-sampled center for MR guided microwave ablation.
This study aims to accelerate MR temperature imaging using the proton resonance frequency (PRF) shift method for real time temperature monitoring during thermal ablation. The proposed method estimates temperature changes from undersampled k-space with a fully sampled center. This proposed algorithm is based on the hybrid multi-baseline and referenceless treatment image model and can be seen as an extension of the conventional k-space-based hybrid thermometry. The parameters of hybrid model are acquired by utilizing information from low resolution images which are obtained from fully-sampled centers of k-space. Registration is used to correct temperature errors due to the displacement of the subject. Phantom heating simulations, motion simulations, phantom heating and in-vivo experiments were performed to investigate the efficiency of the proposed method. SPIRiT and the conventional k-space estimation reconstruction thermometry were implemented for comparison using the same sampling pattern. The phantom heating simulations showed that the proposed method results in lower RMSEs than the conventional k-space hybrid thermometry and SPIRiT at various reduction factors tested. The motion simulations indicated the robustness of the proposed method to displacement of the subject. Phantom heating experiment further demonstrated the ability of the method to reconstruct temperature maps with less computation time and higher accuracy (RMSEs lower than 0.4°C) at a net reduction factor of 3.5 in the presence of large noise caused by a microwave needle. In-vivo experiments validated the feasibility of the proposed method to estimate temperature changes from undersampled k-space (net reduction factor 4.3) in presence of respiratory motion and complicated anatomical structure, while reducing computation time as much as 10-fold compared with the conventional k-space method. The proposed method accelerates the PRF-shift MR thermometry and provides more accurate temperature maps in presence of motion with relatively short computation time, which may make real time imaging for MR-guided microwave ablation possible.